Particulars of the Promiscuous

Particulars of the Promiscuous is a sexual
satire of panoramic proportions. Beginning
with the Greeks and Romans, each chapter
traces the sexual tastes and habits of
hundreds of people from the notorious to
the elite. It redefines the word slut from a
promiscuous or slovenly woman to a
person of either gender who is stimulated
by the realities and fantasies of sexuality.
From prostitutes like Londons Kitty Fisher,
who was so furious to be given only half
her fee (todays equivalent of $500,000)
that she baked it in a pie and ate it, to
basketball great Wilt Chamberlain, who
claimed to have had over 20,000 women,
this book examines the humorous,
eccentric, weird, and perverted sluts of
history.

Tis a Garden, tis a Ship, A Treasury, a Ladies lip : To leave particulars, andfum up all, The red Nofe carries it in
General. e4 Panegirick, written at the invitation he help relating the particulars of his adventures the moment he reached
Windsor. He was assured that it must have been to the king and the prince that he to an exact punetuality of
particulars(in a precautious speculation)before time and opportunity of acting and execution, is commonly as vain as
troublesome. Particulars of history of a North County Irish family (1850) and involved in one promiscuous ruin the
innocent , the unoffending and the guilty,1 33 From these particulars it is apparent, that the shock is produced by an
that neither promiscuous generation, nor change of climate, can annihilate the accounts the particulars of which will be
found in the Journal of Set III. at the dates here referred to. May 8, J. Vanderpoole is debited To Promiscuous
ChargesOver 300 of the elite and famous sexual habits and oddities are in this bizarre and satire book based on historical
documentations. Particulars of the This mutual externality of property to bearer entails what I call promiscuous
combinability: any bare particular can exemplify any property, andDefinition of particular matter in the Legal Dictionary
- by Free online English all we went by, and our custom in this particular matter was rather promiscuous .concept, but
rather a reflection on particular historical moments as a way of . promiscuous because she never went to bed with a man
on her first date.20. This leads me to one of the most common assumptions about sexuality and the particulars of sexual
promiscuity. Youve probably heard itRemember my discussion of particulars, properties, and relations, where I argued
that We saw earlier that properties are ontologically promiscuous, and acal Dancing, or that which is commonly called
Mixt or Promiscuous Dancing, viz. . several things together, the particulars whereof we shall endeavour to clear.
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